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ABSTRACT 
rJtock of 50: 50 ble�ched Y.raft softwood and hardwood ru?1 through the Valley 
beater- at 350 CSF with hie:h fines content (25-30% fjnes from softwood and 
ha1•d,1ood fractions run throµgh a Wiley mill) Wa!> prepal"ed and tasted for fines 
fractionstion, fines retention, and system surface charge at 10 5 25 r. 40e and 
55
°
c using a Dow Chemical cationic polymer of 1,000,000 molecular weightt 
SEPARAN CP-7e The Britt Dynamic Drainage Jar was used for fines fractjonation 
and retention data and Halabisky's Colloid Titration Technique for surface 
charge datae Cationic polymer loadin�s were taken at 0�25 P Oe50. and O e 75 
pounds of polymer per ton of p1t'!)01" produced (pulp pres�nt) .. Rotor or agita­
tion speed for retention determinations was held constant at 1000 rpm. Surface 
charge reag�nts were not diluted (5X) a.s suggested•by Halabisky. 
Fines f�actionation decreased on rising te�perature to shm, increased fines 
to f1.b�r attraction. An incr011se in SEPARAN CP-7 loading inc);'eased fines 
retention thou�h instabiliti�s existed balo� room temparatur� .. The opti.�u.� 
retention te!T!per:itm"e was around 4o0c then fell off from there while there 
was no point of di!ninishing !"aturns on retention with loading ., Bacausa of 
strong polymer-temperature intel"actio11s. rr.any uriexrected charge decreases ar,d 
ch)J.i:"ge inversions appeared uuon cationjc loading increases though data error 
was very hi.�h., Extensive temperatur-e range; pH; polYif!er molecular �eif!ht, 
C!ombination, and charge nature; stock alteration� filler; and agitation effects 
wel"e sugr;ested as important parameters t.o research in terms of temperatm•� 
effects on fine and filler retention and surface charee. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of retention and draina�e aids be�an in the 1950's with 
low molecular weight cationics and soon moved to solid anionics and emuls1on, 
high molecular wei?ht anionics a�d cationics. Their use has been specified 
for- coa;zulation or charge neutralization between fines, fiber-, and filler 
particles and for flocculation or fiber mechanics in terms of polymer brid-
ginl!. Some corr:mon aids are alum, sodium aluminuJTI, and polycationics, which 
produce floes of the ttsoft 11 (reformable) or "hard,. ( unrefor:r.able from shear")
cl�ssification(J_g_)._ In this project, a 1,000,000 molecular wei�ht cationic poly­
mer, SEPARAN CP-7, will be used on a 50:50 Kraft softwood and hardwood pulp 
mixture at various temperatures to see any predictable effect on f:ines reten­
tion usin� the Britt D:vna�ic Draina�e Jar (§) and on suspended particle potential 
using Halabis'<y's Colloid Titration Technique· (18). 
Retentio!1 aids, i.n p.eneral. are able to produce some of the followin!l'. 
benefits dependint on the process and type of paper made: 1)increased pro­
duct�on, 2)reducec sewer charge, 3)increased water reuse, 4)reduced stea�. 
S)increased felt-life, 6)increased sizin� efficiency, ?)reduced wet-end de­
posits, 8)improved nrofile, 9)3.mproved runnabiltty, 10)fewer rejects, ll)bet­
ter coatin� coverage, 12)reduced BOD, lJ)reduced additive costs, 14)reduced 
saveall loadings, 15)a.llows furnishsubstituticns, 16)less i-efinin�. l?)saves 
d:ve, 18)redu,�ed breaks, and 19)5mproved filler retention (�). One-pass re­
tention needs good onacity and gives reduced titanium dio:x:'i.de, speed, stearn, 
downtime, additives, and fiber losses. Screenjn2: tests used are the Sta.tic 
Retentjon D.-a.ir.a�e Test, t�e Britt J�r u\r�ap.ic Test, and the Charge r�mand 
Deter:' ina ti on . 
. FINES RETE!-;TIC�•l 
Han (21) fc,und that the distribution of fines in a relatiYely thin mat 
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showed decreasing bound ?article concentration through the mat. but that th� 
bott.o!Tl p:;.rt of the thick mats showec nearly constant pa.1•ticle l"'etention. De­
viation was attributed to particle saturation at fiber surfaces due to ady­
namic balance of the forces of attra.ction and repu.l:sion or disi-uption. He 
defined fines as fragmentary materials incidentally produced by mechanical and 
chemical trei:l.tments and are difficult in dealing with bacause of wide- ranges 
of sizes and shapes. There a�e three asoects of fines retention that are func­
tions of the distance of separation of particles. The fir-st is the hydrodyna­
mic aspect conce?"ned with the motions of the particlas,- their collisions with 
one another, and their interceotion by fibers. Lar�e particles will act, much 
like fibers that are retained by deposition at the sheet face, medJum-siza ones 
plu� pores, and small ones move freely with the fluid and are trapped by fibers. 
the colloidal aspect is next where fines from fibers ·are charged to keep away 
from each other and fibers on collision, then the refined fibers have a fine 
network of fibrils which are able to trap in finese Additives and contaminants 
are then adsorbed onto the surface of hydrophobic p�rticlese The molecular 
aspect dictates that two particles in close proximity ar-1d in absence of repul­
sive forces will attract each other due to Van der Waals-London· forces. !fan 
(21) Also found that the distribution of fines in a fiber mat formed bv filtra-
-
tion is K = Ar/Vr(l -�)E. where f = porosity, Ar= projected fiber area, and
Vr = fiber volume. Frcm this an attenuation coefficient K was determined and 
used to define n collection efficiency E., which has the physical meaning of the 
fraction of particles collected by the fibers from the total free pa�ticles in 
the fluid stream approachin� the cross-sectional area of the fibel"s (�122) ,, 
ks an example, the effect of temperature on drai.nage of a heavy board made fr-om 
a groundwood furnish on a soecial cylinder machine could not be reliably pre­
dicted by the change of viscosity alone. The retention of fines •,rnuld increase 
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with increasing temperature; thus, offsetting a part of the !;ain ir1 dt'ainage 
due to lower viscosity (�1). 
With small particles in slow flow, retention in a pe:nr.eation proces� is 
controlled by Bt-ownian motion OF' diffusion. Retention here depends on the 
particle, fiber, and fluid prop-arties, the flow pattern in the porous structure, 
and the ionic conditions in tha suspension (20). From this Johnson (.[i) found 
with use of titanium dioxide that collection of small particles by diffusion 
increases with decreasin? fluid velocity because the particles rerr.ain lonf)'.er 
in the neighborhood of each fiber (and increasin� porosity). He ran at 25 and 
50°c and .ironically the lower temperature in lower fluid velocity would cause 
higher retention from diffusion at various runs. In filtration processes both 
fibers and particles a!'e to be retained from the suspension. The retention of 
fibers is accomplished by their elongated form (1,14). 
Another benefit concernin� fines is the additiQn of cationic polymeric 
retention and dewaterir.� aids with cationic condensation products of urea and 
aliphatic amines (amounts of .002-.05% on weight of fiber) to prevent many pitch 
p�oblems from even arising (2). 
FILLER RETENTION 
Hansen(�) saw the distribution of filler in paper made on the paper machine 
is characterizdd by a very hi�h content close to the felt-side of the pa�er, 
decreasing more o.r less rapidly to a value slightly higher than the avera;re 
content of filler in the pape:i--e "Wet" stuff or low consistency and the dandy 
r-oll increase the filler content on the felt-side., In handmade p;ipers filler 
content is highest within the sheete In machine papers less filler by wire-
side and more filler by fel t-slde with constant f iller coritent in central sec­
tior.� is seen. Increased paper wei�ht increases the average content of fjller. 
l;ecr-eases in f:\ller content near the IDY"e-s'lde is caused neither by the influ-
ence of the table rolls, nor the suction boxes nor- the wet pt>esses, but is al­
ready established i:nmadiately .after the stuff has been run on the wire (22). 
INITIAL RETENTION 
In sc.reanlng concerning initial r-etention, square-mesh !!!"ids aro thou�ht 
to be a good fi be·r holders, but parallel ::neshes might be thought to ba the best 
geometry for maximum retention, since below L/b'cJ.5 (L = fiber length, b* = 
grid distance) squ�re-meshes pass more material while above L/b'-:,. J.5 pat-allel­
mesh retention decreases less raoidly than with square-mashes� However, the 
final trends will depend upon the fib'9r length distribution in the sus;,ension .,
Ka.llmes and Corte (24) a.lso have shown that for randomly deposited fibers, a 
nonunifot"M formation patte:r-n will exist even with complete retiantion, wMle 
w1. th incomplete retention. nonuniformity (a function of fiber· length) increases. 
Modifications in these relationships will ultimately have to account for fiber 
flexibility, more co�plex scr-een geometries, hydl."od:1rnamic effects, and fiber 
inter-actions (14). It •s obvious that by decreasing the size of the opening-s 
in the wire, the retention of fibers will be increAsed. However, the resistance 
to drainage will also be increased, mnkin? it necessary to COTllpromise bet-wean 
retention and flow resistance in an optimUIT! wire design. Hi�her losses on the 
paper machine (higher than in l�b with s�me ty-pe of wire) Must be attributed 
to �mall fiber� and fines or unfavorable hydrodynamic conditions where fin� 
'Par-ticles not attached to la.r�er fiber::; by surface forces will pass through (1lJ.) ., - - -
FOR.V.ATIONAL RETSNTION 
Britt (Z) defines one�pa..ss retention as the comparison of headbox filler 
wt th paper filler and overall retention as the compariso:1 of filler added to 
the furnish to that in the paper. F'rorn this premis•e, he conducted static ar?d 
dynamic tests on wet pulp plus filler samples and determined suspende<l solids 
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by gravimetric analysis. The static test. detect.1ng slight degrees of affinity 
betwaen pigment particles and fiber (flocculation). gave nea�lv 100% retention 
by numerous additi-vas. In the dynamic test (with ttl!'itation as in turbuient. real 
systems) z,a:ro retention of fines and filler were essentially given at degrees 
of tu"t"bulencia above 1000 rpm0 and. true filler was retained essentially at 100%. 
These tests showed that the flocculation oi pigment filler in paper stock by 
usual chemic.tl ag:ents results in a soft floe that ts-easily disrupted by hy­
draulic shear forcgs characteristic of sheet formation. Normally these soft 
flocculations reform almost instantly when the turbulence is removed. This 
typa of flocculation increases the one-p�ss retention of fines only to an in­
termediate degree. The tensile stress or tenacity of this flocculation can be 
increased by a sequence of additions of polyelectrolytes of opposite charge (z). 
The tenacious type of floe requires mechanical redisoersal to avoid uneven foM'!ation. 
MONITORING RETENTION 
It is evident from Britt (10) and others that there is a marked decrease in 
retention with increased tm�bulence and that the curve of �etention vs. turbu-. 
lence roughly indicates the de�ree of flocculation of a stock sample. Also, 
such a stock shows a relatively low level of retention at high turbulence and 
thus is conside�ed to have a low "flocculation index." This is expected from 
its low specific conduction (see equation for mobility UE), as with low salt
content and the absence of a flocculating additive. Any sample of paper stock 
containing nn appreciable fines content has a characteristic curve showing re­
lative fines retention w-lth levels of turbulence, called the A-line or hydro­
dynamic iridex t give11 by hydrodynamic conditions and colloida.l forces (!Q). 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
MECHANISMS 
Britt (§). by use of what is �ommonly known as the Britt Dynamtc Dra:tna?:e 
Jar� fo"..lnd that additions of surface-active agents produce samples showing !)X-O­
gressive increases in fines retention under dynamic conditions. This "retention 
jar" is used to predict effects on paper machine performance: therefore. it will
be of primary use in deter�inations within this present projecte Under thase 
tu�bulent conditions, the retention aids• effectiveness is traced to their 
ability to form a somewhat tenacious floe by "polymer bridging." Also, Britt 
(§.) found through electrokinetic measurements that complete char?e neutrali­
zation is not a requirement foz- flocculation, which in its.glf leads to high 
fines retention and a flocculated, nonuniform stock appearance. 
Optimum drainar;,;e or retention of a papermaking system in wh'lch·· a drainage 
and retentlon aid is used, Moore (J.l) found, does not necessarily correlate with 
the point of cha�ge neutralization of the substrate surf�cee In a bleached 
pulp suspension cont;iining alum, drainage and retention C.!l.n increase 1;reatly 
with increasing amount of cationic polyacrylamide, even thou�h the fiber surface 
has been charge reversede The lack of correlation of these properties with 
zero zeta potential shows that mechanisms other than charge neutralization may 
predominate (11). 
Coa.�ulaticn 
The retention of collo5dal �aterial (fines) and fibers as studied by Wal­
kush and Williams (47) under controlled agitation conditions in various simple 
electrolyte environments was determined in terms of fines retained by a hydro­
phobic colloidal coa.gulation mechanism. Retention was found b_y measurinf! the 
concentration of free fines, prepared from aspen seedl1�fs grown in a c14o2
atmosphere, by scintillation countin�. Maximum retention was realized at 
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ncritical co�gulation concentrations" (CCC) which were in agreement with the 
Schulze-Hardy Rule (the sodium, calcium, and lanthanium chloride CCC were 4.50, 
0.)3, and 0.023 mM/liter, respectively)e The electrophoretic mobili.ty of the 
fines approached z.ero near the CCC. The equilibrium retention level was con­
trolled by the relative shear conditions and the electrolyte environment e 
These results (!!1,) indicated that cellulose fines can be retained by a coagu­
lation �recess, which, because of its reversible nature, was interpreted to be 
of a secondary 0minimum" naturee 
Titanium Dioxide Particles 
Johnson (�JJ studied the effects of fiber diameter, mat porosity, fluid 
velocity, and fluid temperature on the collection of titanium dioxide pa�ticles 
by the internal structure of a mat of nylon fiber. Particle retention increased 
with increasing mat poros1ty and fluid temperature and with decreasin� fiber 
diameter and fluid velocity, provided the pH, ion concentration. and total volume 
and concentration of the suspensions were·held constant. Over the range of vari­
ables studied. Brownian diffusion (of the five probable ones: (1) inertial 
impaction, (2) flow-line interception, (3) settlin�, (4) Brownian diffusion, 
and ( 5) sievin�) was shown to be the controlling mechanism of collection (£1). 
Collection of particles retained takes place mostly in the storage chests and 
stock preparation systeM. Collection durin� formation occurs from high fluid 
velocit1ese Unlike Johnson (Z}), Haslam and Steele believe the retention pro­
cess is ascribed to one, two, or all three mechanisms of (1) sievin�. (2) co­
flocculation, and (3) mechanical attachment. 
General Particle Aoplication 
An emoirical form of the Ha.n equation describing pigment distribution for 
imcompressible pads was found for a compressible wood pulp system by Williams 
and Swanson (�) .. The resulting apparent hvdrodyna.mic collection effici.ency 
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appears to be closely related to a true collection efficiency. Pre-�at-forma­
tion retention, apparent retention coefficient. and percentage retention of 
free pigment retention properties havinf! different hydrod.vnamic factol"s - but 
common colloidal factors - are correlatable. Such correlations have as con­
trollin!! narameters the relative magnitude of the colloidal forces between pig­
ment and fiber� Thus. favorable colloidal forces are necessar:v not only for 
retention prior to mat forrration, but also for retention durir.g mat formation .,
Pre-mat-formation retention(�) can amount to a sizable portion of the total 
pj�ment ret�ined. For paper sheets it is probably the �ajar source of pigment 
retention� Tho pigment distributions in handsheets, machine-made sheets, and 
handmade sheets, as in Groen•s findings (:±2,) are readil�r ex�lained b,y beginning 
with the premise that most of the pigment was already retained by the fibers 
prior to sheet for�ation. 
ZETA POTENTIAL AND ELECTROKH,'ETICS 
Zeta Potential Fundamentals 
Poppel (:ill_) used �olyamit1e-oolyamide-epicr.lorohydrin resin (PPE) for deter­
mining zeta potential application and the nature and for�ation of the electrical 
double layer. Zeta potent1al is important in influencin� sorption and retention 
phenomena with n close connection betw,een zeta potent:ial and sizin!?;. There is 
a large effect of zeta potential on filler retention; small amounts of PPE · 
change the zeta potential, and large a.mounts drops retention. PPE speeds up 
filtration and dewaterin� rates of pulp. Zeta potential is also shown to in­
fluence the rheolo�y of pulp dispersion and the mechanical properties of p:,.per (1§). 
Wher, elactrokinetic conditions have been optirr.ized (zero zeta potential) 
in the wet-end first-pass retention is hi?h: draina�e is excellent; physical 
properties of the sheet. inclucin� formation uniformity, burst strength. and 
sizin� de�ree, are excellent: the wh1te water is relat:vely clear: foam is 
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absent: and dyestuff use is miniI11ized (]z). When the zeta potential drifts 
away fro� zero U:ese process and control para!l'leters deteriorate rapidly., 
Regulatin� the pH, specific conductance, and furnish composition adequately 
controls zeta potential <lz). 
flocculation �nd Disnersion Sffects 
Lindstrom (�) varied the zeta potential a_nd thus the tendency for floc­
culation by adding cationic polyacrylamides (PAA) to dispersions of cellulose 
material {microcryst cellulose sol)� The flocculating polyelectrolyte para­
meters and fiber suspension conditions wnre affected by� char�e density and 
molecular weight of the polyelectrolyte, surface area of the fiber material. 
pH of the system, salt concer:tration and concentrat:i.on of dissolved wood based 
polymers ( pine xylan and LSA) in the system (�). All Lindstrom •s findings 
shewed tha.t optimum flocculation occurred at a zeta potential of ca., zero. 
Increased retention as the zeta potential and s1.ngle-pass retention on the 
wire used (£2) ♦• 
Britt (2.) used electrophoratic mass tra.nsport techniques to determine the 
surface charge or zeta potential in paper stock relative to the suspended solids, 
which, in turn, ai.ds in studying flocculation and dispers:on behavior. This 
method allo�s a wide range of sizes in the �easurements, and shows that the 
intermediate particle sizes cause a peak and plateau of the apparent electro­
vhoretic mobility, while smaller particle sizes cause a drop.off. The carboxyl 
conte�t effect on zeta potential or original mobility �ave a lower charge for 
lower acid group contents and vice versa. Ri�h aci.d group content pulps will 
co!'lr."'lonly adsorb large amounts of cationic polymer. Observation shows that the 
addition of a cationic agent which reduces the surf�ce char�e also increases 
the flocculation tendency., Thus, some observers have concluded that flocculation 
and fines retention are solel:v or predominantly determined by electroklnetic 
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factor (1,12). However, zeta potential is only one factor of several that de­
termines the degree and tenacity of flocculation; others are cat:lonics used, 
dyna:-nic variations, polymer brid�ing, coagulation and sedi!T1entation of solids, 
and other resistants to redispersion to hydraul:ic shear forces (,2)* Pulp fines 
show much better retention than filler when the retention mechanism is simple 
filtration, but when flocculation polymers are .added to the system, the improve­
ment in filler retention is far more dynamic than with pulp fines. Evidently, 
bridging is more effective and the larger pulp fines present a greater target 
for tha flow of water (2). 
In electrophoretic mobility, the equation given by Britt (2) is 
UE = b W}../tei•m, where UE = electrophoretic mobility (cm/sec/volt•cm)� b. W =
weight of migrating material (mg),� = specific conclucb.nee (pmho), t = time 
(sec), i = current (m-a�ps), and M = average concentration of suspended parti­
cles (g/100m). 
Mathematical Renresantation 
Temperature is found to be a definite variable in particle charge densities 
and potentials as seen through Adamson's (l) representation of the double-layer
potential at a point located a distance x from the surface,4'e The electrical 
potential at the surface is taken to be� 0, and decreases as one proceeds out 
into the solution. At room temperature for singly char�ed ions, the potential 
is s-aen as 
'f = 4'o e-Kx 
where K2 = (4-ne2JDkT)2.nizi
2 , showing the functionality in T. Variables here
a.re e, the elect?•onic char�e: D, the dielectric constant of the medium; k, 
Boltzmann's constant: n, the concentration le�"Bl at altitudes from the p�rticle 
(n0, at �ero altitude); z, the valence of the ions: and T, the existing temp­
erature. Here, then, potential rises with risin� temperature� The gradient 
of the elactrieal potential at a point has been shown by(�.): 
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FIGURE 1. The concept of the zeta potentjale Most colloidal particles 
have a ne�ative chare"e, as shown here, surrounded by stationary positive 
char�es. These in turn are surrounded by a diffuse layer of negative char�es. 
The zeta potential is the difference between the char!":e of this moveable 
layer and that of the bulk of the suspendin@: liquid. For most natural 
sub�tances, �eta potential js ne�ative. 
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This gradient also will rise with rising temperatu�es, but it is expected not 
to rise as rapidly as simple potentials since the exponential T function in the 
numerator is segmented by the increasing denominator T. For spherical particles 
(an nssu..'Tlption usually made in such calculations) the thickness of the double 
layer is given by: 
where n is the concentration of ions of valency v in the bulk liquid (40). 
Againp double-layer expansion is expected with increasing temperatures in some­
what moderate fashion because of the low exponential fur1ctionali ty. 
The surface charge density.�, does experience increases upon rising T 
but only in certain ranges since the exponential power function dominates the 
simple exps.nding ratio as seen in (�): 
er = �DnkT/2 (:,xp( ve\V0/2kT) - exp(-veo/0/21':TD 
However. it is an e�tire temperature dependent functione In terms of net charga 
density, f' at any point. the equation is given (40): 
p = -2n0?ie · si�h ( ze� /kT) 
where aiza1.n a temperature risa breeds a more nnd more negative charge density. 
All these functions a.lso are consistent with the fact that increa5ed te?T?p-eratures 
cause incre.qsed expectations to fj_nd ions of z �alence and e charge to be found 
more likely farther from particle surfaces than at lower T: this being seen in 
the axnression; x = zel\J /kT (g)., 
Figure 1 gives an illustration of the double layer (ri�id or stern layer 
and diffuse layer) with the potential drops indicated through the layers and 
the negative and positive ion concent�ntions indicated from the plane of shear 
to the bulk of the solution� 
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FILTRA'fION 
General 
Variables for filtration acco�ding to Wrist (.21) are v-lscosity of the 
draining water, its temperature, spaclfic surface area of the pulp, pora $iZe 
distribution of the forming sheet, dra.inage pressure, and the kind and com­
pressibility of the pulp sample. Cowan (11)i too p did soma �ork with mathe­
matical and Yar"iable expressions for drainag:"3 over tube rolls, but neglected 
tha kinetic nature of the problem involved. Sir Taylor (42) and Lewis (28) < - -
h�ve since modified such mathem9.tical expre5sions to more accurately describe 
tha drainage around the rolls and nips ar<l the fot'mation into a mat on the-wi�e. 
Again, they provide data. that dr.1.inage becomes improved in heavier sheets on 
medium speed machines. 
Mathematical &tnression 
Conditions necessary nnd sufficient for a fiber to be retained by a rela­
tively op,en network l_ytr.g in a. !)lane perpendicula:r to the dir"3ction of flow of 
fibers as seen by Abrams (l) are much mechanical interception of the two� thus 
longer fibers (in general) and proper orientation in the mat. Probability of 
retention is expressed in terms of a functional relationship between the geo­
metry of the fiba:rs and that of the retaining networke The network was repre .. 
sented (1) by a frequency distribution of network distances tn a two-dimensional 
modal e Yet, the experimental results for continuous �etention vere lower than 
the pred'ictio:ns because of the suspension-network interactions., Also, the fluid 
drag and fiber impa.ct forces seriously irregulated the stability of the network 
str-ucturee The equations primarily used in the data manipulation:; "Were first, 
R = 1 - f e:x:p(-ti.Lf/L:3). where R = retention efficiency, � = a constant, J. = .,31 
(theor<'ltictd). Lr = fiber len}!th, a.nl i:3 = average network distance: tind · 
second, Wt= W + (1# }�n x(1 - (1 - R0)ex�(-�W))/R0], where Wt= total approaching 
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rr.a.ss of fibers. W = mass of fiber rata.ined, t = a constant. and R0 = initial 
mass fraction retained or initial retention probability (1). The latt':lr was 
first suggested by Han (,gQ_) and developed later by Estridge (14)� The reten­
tion efficiency approached one at r�ther low basis �eights e Fiber flocculation 
also a.ids to incz-ease the rat.a of retention, but can prevent a fiber from freely 
rotating into the network plane, thus possibly_ reducing retention (1). Moss 
(1±) found that a valocity gradient between the stock and wire causes fiber 
alignment. 
Anplicatiors - Va.cuu..'I'! Fo·rmer Example 
When HAn (12,) measured the drainage rate, driving force, and white water 
consistency in an experimental, vacuum former, the sp-ecific resistance of the 
sulphite �ulp used was evaluated from the.drainage data and found to be in a­
greement with th:1t determined by the constant nte filtration method. Through 
assuming no fiber-wire interaction, a fixed slice opening at the inlet of the 
fomer roof from basis weight and consistency manipulation. and a neglect of 
initial drainage, a power function relationship is derived matching drainage 
rate with forming distance in (q/q1)
n = x/L, where q = drainage rate, qL =
initial drainage rate, x = for�ing distance, and L = for�ing length (12) e In 
the rare case of complete retention throughout the entire _sheet forming process, 
the above equation becomes parabolic with n = 2. 
TWO.SIDEDNESS FROM DRAINAGE 
Its Causes 
Normally, says Underhay (44-). the top surface of the paper, from the pre­
sence of a greater fraction of short and fine material, has a closer and finer 
structure (thus drainage benafits) than the under surface �here the longer 
fibers of t�e furnish predominate and cause the top texture to be more ope.ne 
The ash content of shef3t top surfaces- is more than twice that on the wire side. 
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Some proposed causes of compo5ition two-sidedness are adve�se drainage effects 
from breast box stock composition and variance from machine chest stock com­
position. sheat structure caused from wire assembly oscj_llation and hie:h sp-aed 
formation, and drainage conditions of high suction from boxes and underside 
washing from table rolls ( 44) e Under hay suggests eliminating or reducing such 
· factors by the implemantation of mesh, scolled,. and doctored table rolls, table
rolls with water repelling surfaces, and a stripper or scraper bar instead of
table l"olls.,
Its Elimination
Smith (41) points out th�t in two.sidedness not only the shade on each side 
is different in colorlng but there is a difference in (1) tarlure, (2) formation, 
(3) smoothness, and (4) reflectance. The- presence of suction boxes and high
speed machines cause much two-sidedness so that the faster the machina ·runs, 
the greater the wire losses� Another big problem on the paper machine is table 
rolls. !!:vel"ytime the unformed sheet rode over a table roll, the water in the 
nip was squeezed through the wire {lifting momentarily the whole sheet, flooding 
and loosening the smallest fibers and loading in the lower layers), and almost 
immediately withdrawn bv the suction generated by the partin� of the roll and 
wire surfaces (41). 
This washing effect was obviously considerable when repeated at every table 
roll, and, after �uch consideration, it was realized that this·phenomena could 
ex-plain (a) the much higher losses sustained in the mill than in the labo�atory; 
(b) the fact that the percentage backwater solids did not decrease uniformily
as in a normal filtrationj (c) the �rea.t scarcity of "fines" on the wire side of 
the sheet, and in particular, why the majority of the remaining long f1bers 
were oriented in the machine direction; and (d) the reason why fast macM.nas 
with their highly rota.tin? tube rolls s�ow such a marked two-sided effect and 
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have such high wire losses (41). All methods, however, so far are merely de­
terents not cures for two-sidedness accordin� to Smith. Yet. use of a tube 
roll with a carefully cut groo.,,e (to correct depth and width) actually channeled 
water away from the nip. 'When the best da�th was discovered, it not only 
eliminated some two-sidedness, but also losses through the sire were g�aatly 
reduced, and, in consequence, the fr,aeness of the headbox stock (in a closed 
system) was increased (41). 
EFFECTS 
Beating Effects 
Kibblewhite (fl_) found that retention and draina�e are highly influenced 
bv types of beating and ref:3. ning since these determine the morphology and sur­
face structure of fiber. Fiber encs were found unfrayed or fj_brilla.ted, and 
fibers were not preferentially shortened. Twisting and collapsing structures 
were very predor>1inant which facilitates draina!!e but doesn't necessarilv pro­
mote fine. and filler retention. The Valley beater at hi�h stock concentration 
was most effective in removing lamellae from the s1 lay€r, while under normal
conditions the entire layer was removed. Thus, it opens up the fiber, and pro­
duces a t1-�ht network to tra? small particles includin!! fluids which need to be 
drained. Thus, chemical additives are needed for proper charged particles to 
allow for open draina!!e yet less breakdown in the fines and filler structure 
of the sheet (£2). 
It is also isenerally accepted that when a wet paper web is dried, surface 
tension forces operate which pull adjacent fiher surfaces together and allow 
molecular inte:rfiber bonds to form (.!1.JQ.,!±2). Increased fibei- flexibility 
appears to be the most important visible effect of beating. Throu�hout the 
formation and cor.solidation of a paper web, the effect'.lveness of wet pressing: 
and dryin? deoends on the degrees of fiber flexibility. :Many beatin!!-caused 
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morpholol!ical and intra.wall chan[teS can be describ!;;ld in ter"ls of their effect 
on fiber flexibility, fiber flattening and twisting. and ir.trawall dislocation 
(26). To the point fiber flexibility determines the degree of web consolida.ti.on, 
the inter.sity and extent of interfiber bonds probably depends on the quantity 
and quality of molecular fibrils developed on fiber surfaces� Fiber fib1·illa­
tion and fibrillar fines appear to effect formation only as much as entangled 
interfiber fibrils probably increase wet web extensibility and tensile proper­
ties (26). Wet pressin:? rnidmizes any affect of fibrils on m�t consol1_da.tion 
and the development of interfi ber bonds. 
Refining Effects 
Richardson (22,) has revealed that while refiner control reduced the un­
certainty in standard deviation of freene.ss test on pulp, it did much to re­
gulate the fiber length and fines in the furnish. Apart from this these fines 
added to the sheet streneth but had an adverse effect on the draina�e to more 
than offset any benefit. With modified procedures to induce a 5% fines con­
tent, the freeness and dra1hage time (under TAPP! Standard) were very predicta­
ble so that the Mullen and tens1le continued to improve with the addition of 
these fines, where the s,r,aller the partic1e size of the f1nes, the greater the 
strength improvement (12,). 
Agitation Effects 
The effect on filler retention and sheet formation of retention aid mole­
cular weight has been studied by Arvela, Swanson, an� Stratton(�) using a lab­
oratory web former ar:d a. series of hi�h-charge-density cationic polyelectrolytes e
Controlled a!"'lounts of addition a.gi tat ion were 1.ntroduced into the stock prior 
to the slice. Filler retention less caused by the a€-d-tatj on unit was rapidly 
and reversibly recovered when the polyelectrolyte WAS employed. At equal dosa�e 
an increase in molecular weight of a high-charge-density cationic polyelectro­
lyte prcduces slif!htly higher f111er retention but ooorer fo!'mation with no 
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enhancement of the retention she�r resistance(�)� Increased violence in stock 
agitation reduces filler retention consjderably but improves sheet for�ation. 
Goossens and Luner (.!1) studied the flocculation of microcrystallina cellu­
lose suspensions with cationic ionene halides (60,000 !?!Ol. wt.) in which.special 
attention was given to the effect of d_egree ar.d time of agitation on the floc­
culation-redispersion behavior. They found that with increased time of agita­
tion as well as degree of ar,itation, mora polymer was needed to flocculate the 
suspension. Based on polyme!' adsorpti.on and electrophoretic mobiB ty data as 
well as the affect of polvmer molecular wei�ht on the flocculation, they con­
cluded that the mechanism for the flocculation could be best explained by the 
"patch model" - flocculation being induced by the attraction between positive 
and negative sides of particles (17). The increa.se in stability is caused 
partially by the relea�e of ca++ from the surface of the particles due to poly­
mer adsorptior. as well as by the diffusion of polymer into the pore of the 
particle. 
Sheet Stren�th Effects 
Thode (!±1) and others found that the precise technique of findin� the sur­
face area of beaten !)Ulps containing fines, a var·iable to understand to predict 
retention trends in a fiber "!lat, is the filtrat:i.on resistsnce method. The 
silvering technique and the dye adsorption methods both are too difficult to 
perform and inaccurate. The f1 ltration ras:ista.nce method also yields good 
S"",rnllen specific volu-ne data for pulps with and without fines. Fines here had 
been helpful in giving higher Z-tensile, Mullen. and fold but hindered high 
tear, However. fines compound p:roble!Tls in the freeness test and also at times 
n:a l.ce retention specifics highly unpredictable, (�). 
Economic Effects 
With the aid of a cationic retention aid (at rate of 0.7 ib/ton of paper 
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produced), Walsh (48) found the retention was improved �really, and the mjll 
could use lower amounts of pigment and ftllers without loss of p&per proper­
tie�. Pi�ment costs were reduced more than $).00/ton with an outlay of less 
than $0.?5/tone Cationic starches are used at the wet end to reduce BOD 
pollution problems. Often the use of cationic products provides the most eco­
nomical solution to various difficulties, with added improvement in paper pro­
perties and increased operating efficiency (!ill)e 
The relationship between white water solids content and one-pass retention 
is important in terms of �aterial losses from a production machine (economically 
speaking) to the point that Frankle (16) has usod one-pass retention to opti­
mize the retention aid level b�, minimizing costs. The optimizatio!1 depends
upon the kind of polymer used, the floccu�ation created, the amount of polymer, 
the pH level, the hardness of the mixture (CaC03 content), and the amount of 
relatively cheap alu...�. The cationic polymers behaved better at lo� pH than 
high while bei�g insens1tive to alum arldition at low le.vels. On the other hand. 
the anionic retention aid pP-riorms better at hi�h pH and is 
alum amounts e Polymer choice is dependent on three factors 
reter!tion� the machine :itself, the headbox cherr.istry, and 
· duced (specifically, gentle mechanical action and drainage
very sens"lthre
that determine 
the paper being 
elements) (!§.). 
to 
good 
pro-
The 
predictions here were Made by use of the B:ritt·D,ynamic Drainage Jar because of 
two factors (supportin� its use): laboratory retention has bean correlated 
with machine retention now, nnd sewer losses have been shown to be a function 
of retentio� independent of grade or basis weight (16). 
Pollution Effects 
To rninimi'le cherr.ical and fines buildup in white Wfiter, 1t is necessary to 
effect m�xim�m retention of these components in the finished sheet. Williams 
(iQ.) has also postulated that the retention of colloidal r,,aterials during the 
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papermakinp orocess is dominated by the coflocculation mechanism as co�pared 
to sieving or mechanical attach�ent. Significant coflocculation in a fur�ish 
is achieved through effecting the collapse of the electric double layers of the 
surface charged bodies by prov:i.din� a suitable electrolyte concentration, as 
described by the Der jnguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory ( 46) of the stability 
of hydrophobic colloids. The chemistry of alum_inum salts in solution, the 
ability of its cations to effect coagulation, and the inte�ferenee of complexing 
anions, such as sulfate, are used to optimize effective coflocculation. Addi­
t-lonal coflocculation can be had by the appropriate acdition of a polyolectro­
lyte through the establishment of polymer bridges as hy-pothesized by Li.wer (�Z). 
The success of the polymer retention aid depends upon achiavin� adsorption of 
polymer segments on the surfaces under conditions of low coverage and upon the 
abUi ty of the created floe to with stand the shes.ri.ng forces in the process (jg_). 
FURTHER ANALYSES 
TrAnsverse Direction Analvsis 
This method used by Parker and Mih (.2§.) consists of freezing the sides of 
the water-soaked sheet to the surfaces of two metal rolls, cooled below the 
freezing temperature of water and rotating with a spring-loaded nip. The wet 
sheet, introduced into the roll nip, is-snlit internally into two frozen sec­
t1ons on the outgoin� side of the nip. A major advantage of this method is 
that samples of lar�e area can be uniformily sectioned, makin� possible the 
annl:vsis of distribution of macroscopic sheets structure such as gross formation 
in the t:ra.nsverse direction (2.§.)e A test method to -:neasure the specific fil­
tration resist�nce of small samples of �ulp has been used in conjunction with 
the sectioning device to measu�e the tra�sverse distribution of specific fil­
tratjon res:i.star.ce in paperc A�ain, �enerally. the distribution of filtration 
resistnnce in many types of filled sh�ets reach9s a minimum on the ,,rire · side 
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(lower- o.sh) a.s in Inven·form sheats which is consistent with previous repo1--ted 
measure-r.:eni:.s of filler disb•ibutions (J§.). 
Closed System Analvsls 
Y.nrtin-16f and assistants (]1) believe the main cause of possible op�rating 
problP-ms can be related to the change in the white water co!"lposition and tem­
pe�atu�e from poor retention, process temperatures, machine speeds. qnd so on. 
Problems �1th product quality CAn mainly be related to the increase in fines 
content of the sheet. Fines and fillers can cause d�ainaga problems on the 
machine and affect paper qu�lity. Dissol;red mate't"ial-s can c,1use opei"ating pro­
blems because of deposition on equip!!tent or foa!l'ling. The sin�le-pass reten­
tion on the wire of f1 nes and fillei" is normally about 50% a�d dissolved mater­
ials about 2i {11.). Thus a closed system_ has offered an alternative for pollu­
tion abatement in paper manufacture; however, car(\ is needed since operating 
conditions and product quality 1nay be affected. Moreover, in many cases posi­
t1ve influences on operating conditi.ons have been notl�ed a.s in improved 
drainnga and reduced slime problems becat1se of increased white water tempera­
ture. Also, savin�s 1n fiber tind heat a.re inhe:r-ent in the closed system 
a ppr-oac h (11.). 
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
Ob;jc�cti ves 
In this analysis temperature effect on retention aid activity was in­
vestigated by determining fines, one-pass retentions, and surface charp:e by 
titration at various temperatures. Tha Dynamic_ Dra1nage Ja� or Br-itt Jar was 
usad to touch the first objective of finding if temperature has a somewhat 
regular or predictable relationship with retention of fines. Then, the sur­
face char�e tit�ation me�suremants technique developed by Halabisky (18) served 
to touch objecti va two to s-ea if temperature has such a noted effect o:n various 
potentials around suspended pArticles in the presence of cationic polymer so as 
to depict relationships to the retentions-found. The temperature interval was 
15°c where a catlonic polymer produced by the Dow Chem"ical Company (SEPARAN 
CP-?) (!J) was applied at different loadings to a stock of 50�50 bleached Kraft 
softwood and h.irdwcod at four different temperatures� 
0 
10, 25. 40, �nd 55 Ce 
At least three determinations were done at each temperature and loading of poly­
mer for each type of test and calculation; if data was er�atic, then nine or 
ten determ1nations were in order to dc��le the raliability of tests made� Fines 
fraction, and fines· reter.ticn wa.s dona in the Britt Jar appl:i.cation procedure� 
SEPARAN CP-7 Cationic Pol;vmer 
SEPARAN flocculants are high-�ole�ular-weight synthetic water-soluble poly­
mers made by polymerizing acrylamide. All of the products are based on 
polyacrylamide, as shown by -t-cH2 - g� .
\ NH� / n
amide groups (-NH2), unmodified polya.c.ryla._'llide is 
Because of the abundance of 
essentially nonionic in solu-
tion, although a ve�y small nt1mber �Oe51) of the amide groups are usually hy­
drolyzed to 1lnionic carboxyl groups (-COO Na+). The thermal stability of CP-7 
is good above room temperature thou�h it has much weight los� under 150°C, yot 
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this loss is primarily due to water loss without drastically changing polyme� 
bulk. Prolon�ed heat1n�, thou�h. can lead to de�t'adation. CP-7 has a nominal 
molecular -weii:i:ht of about 1,000,000 and a pH of 10-11 with high activity in 
furnishes from pH 4 to pH 8. Brookfield viscosity (2J0c, lf5 spitidla t 20 rpm) 
is 6,000-1),000 cps, and fraezing point is about -!
°
C. Density of this liquid 
is 8.J5 ibs/�al at si active solids. Reco�.mended loadings for retention are 
0�2 to 0.75 nounds of active solids per ton of pa�r production so 0.25, 0.50, 
and 0.75 loadin;rn were used in this analysis. :cp_7·1s noncorrosi� r essentially 
non-irritat:i.nf! to eyes and skin, �nd ha.s low tox1city with sin�le oral con­
sumption <u). 
Under stable temperature conditions the use of CP-7 in retention increases 
retention of fines. fillers, size, wet strength res3ns, p1grr.ents, and dyes: 
improves d:istribution of fillers in the sheet with less two-sidedness; gives 
more uniform moisture !)Y-Ofile; e;ives better sheet formation and more uniforin 
sheet quality: or.oduces cleaner white water systems and greater saveall effi­
ciency; and p�ovides lowar susoanded solids and BOD in mill water effluent (U). 
PROCEDURES 
Dynarr.ic D?'aina1t0 Jal' Procedurg 
There are three particular operations for which the dynamic jat is useful 
(the first two bein� done for this project): (1) determination of the fines 
fraction in a stock sample, (2) retention of fines (and/or filler) by the fiber 
under dynamic conditions, and (3) determlnation of draina�e rate under dynamic 
conditions. An imnortant consideration is that paper formation b.kes p}nce 
under turbulent conditions. Thus, the drainage jar ha5 a two-fold purpose: 
to cArry out tests under condj tions slm"l la.r to those on a pa.per machir10 and to 
min i.�ize hy-3.roinechanicg_l effects and keep them unde!" close control. The two 
mo�t important variables in the use of the dynamic jar are the rpm of the 
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stirrer (which was held constant at 100 during draim.,rn and at 350 for retention 
aid mixing) and the hola size of the screen (which was 76 micronG from 125P 
screens) (f). 
(a) Fractionation - With a stock consistency (suspended solids) of o •. 1i
(measured exactly) at the proper temperature, place a 500 ml sample in the jar 
which contains a 125P screen, 76 micron hole, 14�5{ open area. Agitate at 1500 
r�m for complete dispersion, then down to 1000 rpm for drainage where the plug is 
pulled and drainage is caught in a 2000 ml baakere A stock solution of 2.5% 
concentration of TAMOL 850, tri-polypposphate, and sodium carbonate is needed, 
where 1 ml of this is added to 500 ml of stock sample. Dilute to 0�01% for all 
in�redients (250 times). trnd use 500 ml portions a.s wash water for repeated 
drainage-on the same sample. The advantage of TAMOL 850 as a wetting agent is 
that it is non-foam1.ng wh1ch seriously interferes with the fractionation test. 
When the 2000 ml beaker is full, the fines fraction should be complete. To 
make sure wash again with 500 ml of water to be drained into a clean glass beaker. 
This filtrate is observed for clarity and should contain no appreciable amount 
of suspended �atter. The residue of fiber on the screen is transferred to a 
wei?hed filter paper on a B'Jchner funnel, dried. and weighed. Whatman No. 30 
11 cm is recommended. The use of dispersing agent (TAMOL) and sodium carbonate 
in the wash water is to overcome any tendency of the fine to flocculate and 
hence remain with the fiber(£). 
Calculations start with subtrating the residue of fiber filtered (m�) from 
the total solids (m�) to get total fines. Its percenta�e is then based on the 
total soli.ds. 
(b) Fines R�tantion - A 500 wi sample of 0.1-0e5� (nbout O.Ji used) con­
sistency stock to be tested is put at the proper temperature and placed in the 
jar with the botto:n outlet hole stoppered at 350 rpm, The stopper carries a 
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short !!lass tube 5/16" O.D. connected with a rubber tube with a pinch clamp 
to a ty-oical medicine dropper. The purpose of this arran�ement is to restrjct 
the flow durin� the test so that the screen remains free and open during the 
test e The retention aid is readied and added for 20 seconds at 350 rpm� then 
moved to 1000 rpme About 100 ml of the.sample is removed and re-added.into the 
jar. Then the clamo is a�ain removed to collect 50 ml of bleed before collect­
ing the snmple in a waighin� jar without interrupting the flow. Th8sa samples 
are tested at the blank and other desired loadings at all the temperature levels 
desired (§). 
For the calculations div1de the fines present :in the aliquot by trh, weight 
of the aliquot filtrate, then divide by the stock consistency and by the total 
fines fraction found durlng fractionation_. This ratio multinl:led by 100 givas 
the perce�tage of unretainad fines. Therefore, fines retained is simply 
100% - i unreta.ined. 
Two pol.yrtteri.c colloids that react almost sto:1.chiornetrically, neutralizing 
one a.nother to fol"m an insoluble precipitate, l'lre methyl glycol chitosar1 and 
potassium polyvinyl sulfate -which were used in this method: 
presence of a.ni onic polymeric systems (blue to pink) but has no ir1teracti on in 
cationic polymer solutions (remains blue). This dye, therefo�e, is a suitable 
indic�tor for titrating a c11tionic polymer with an anionic polymer (18). 
Thi$ method �as used in place of the common Electrophoretic Mobility Tech­
rdque since the Colloid Titration Technique has many a.cvanlaites o,;er it e It 
rnPasures char€te on the total headbox furnish, inclt1dir12: the long fiber frttction: 
it's inexpensive since no elabo:rate equ1pment is requira::1; oneratortS nmy be 
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easily trained to use this tec�nique; its very opaque and disperse systems can 
be measured; it yields reproductible results by different operators; it detPr­
mines accurately optimum cor.ditions for opti!'lum drainage and retention improve­
ment; it's fairly rapid. 10 mir:utes being necessary to make one measurement; 
systems having n high specific conductance can be !T'ea.sured; thick stock a.rid tray 
water solids can be maasured; and adsorption of_wat -end additives can be de­
tel'"!Tlined. Its only disadvantages is that highly colored systems are presently 
difficult or impossible to measure. Also, high levels of alum or organic acids 
interfere, but running a blar.k sample simultaneously overco�es much of this 
problem ( 18). 
Of course. the stock used hrre -was still 50:50 bleached Kraft softwood and 
hardwood that had been bMt in a laboratory Valley beater to a freeness of 350 
CSF. Also, the fractions were run through a Wilev mill to "increase the amount 
of fjnes from the longer fibers present (mostly from softwood fraction)c 
(a) Reagent Preparation - Toluidine Blue O dye is prepared at a Oe1�
solution in d:lstilled water,, The cationic polymer solution is made by dissolv­
ing approximately 760 mg of �ethyl glycol chitosan in 400 ml of distilled water. 
, The anionic polymer solution is made b.v slowly adding 265 m� of potassium poly­
vinyl sulfate to l1-00 !'Ill of hot distilled water. The two polymer solutions have 
to be standardized so that one volume of the cationic reagent is neutralized 
exactly by one equivalent volu�e of the anionic reagent. To accomplish this, 
5 ml of the cationic reagent is pipetted into 25 ml of distilled water and 1 
or 2 drops of indicator dye is added. This sample is titrated with the anionic 
polymer roa9;ent until the color cha.nt!eS frofl't blue to oink. The volu!'le of either 
the anionic or catiodc polymer solution is adjusted so that 5 ml of the cat­
ionic polymer solution is neutralized by 5 rr:l of anionic nc,lylller solution ( 18). 
(b) Procedure - Measure out two 25 ml samples of headbox stock :into two
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cantr'ifug:e tuhas (a. recalibrated 25 ml �raduated pipette that hM been cut off 
at the tio to a.void fiber plugging wa.s not needed since the fibers were so fine­
ly gro1Jnded) •. To one sa.reple. add 4 ml of the standardiz4?d cationic polyrrier 
solution. To the othe� sample, add 4 ml of the standardized anionic polymer 
solution. Agitate both slightly. After about one �inute, centrifug� both 
samples until the liquid phase is clear. Transfer 10 ml of clear supernatant 
liquid fro� e�ch sample into two separate 50 ml beakers and add one drop of 
indicator solution ·(for titration purposes, diluted standard reagent� (5X) can 
be used). Titrate �ach 10 ml sample with the polymer solution of opposite 
charge. In the event th�t the endpoint is missed, the sample can be back ti­
trated. For this precise analysis, a blank determination on a 25 ru clear su­
pernatant sample was r-un ( 18). 
(c) Calculations - The colloid titration ratio is calculated using:
A - 2.9�a�, where! is the ml of titrant necessary to neutralize 4 ml of the 
C - 2�9 c 
standard anionic oolymer solution which has been added to 25 ml ·or dist:illed 
water ( or centrifuged base stock slurry). !. is the ml of ti tr ant to neutraB ze 
10 ml of the clear supernatant from the centr.ifuied sample containin� the an­
ionic polyme::- solution,£ is the ml of titrant necessary to neutralize 4 ml of 
the standard cationic polymer solution which has been added to 25 ml of dis­
tilled water, and c is the ml of titrant necessary to neutralize 10 ml of the 
clear sup•ernatant from the centrifuged sample containing the cationic polymer 
solution. The facto� 2.9 comes from using or.ly 10 ml of the ori�inal 29 ml 
�a�ple that was centrifuged. The lo�arithm of this ratio is recorded. · 
Equi n?l'ent and Chemicc.1s 
E;quipment i.ncluded t:he Britt Jar, a centrifuge, a temptrr·atu:re bj,th, :m 
evaporation oven, and other miscellaneous equipment for solutio!"l hanplinf!: arid 
titration e Cherr.ic�ls included SEPARAN CP-7, TAMOL 850, tri-polyphosphato t sod:i.um 
carbonate, oot;issium polyvinyl sulfate, methyl {!lycol chitosan, and Toluidin,e Blue .,
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RF�StJI,TS AND DISCUSSION 
INTRODUCTION 
Tha final values for fines f�actionation, f1nes ratention t and surface
charge Are citad in the following table under the thrae loading conditions 
(0.25s 0.50, 0.7.5 lbs. polymer/ton paper produced) at tha four temperatu:r-as 
(10s 25, 40, 55°c).,
TABI.E I 
TESTING RESULTS 
Tempe &- Fines Fines Fines FR - Charge Blank ·
Losd:in2 ?:-acts Blank Ret2nt. --1'11 CTR log .f!!L log CTR l\lo� CTR
10°c,o.2.51 27.5% 44.6% 4J�.6% o.o .798 -.098 4.20 +.62:3 +.,721 
0.,50+ " It 61.5 16.,9. " " 1.13 +.053 +.151 
0.751 .. " 48.5 3.,9 " .. o.46 -.,YH -.24) 
25°c;0.25# 27.3% 46.4% 49.0 2.6 .958 •• 019 0 • .58 -.2}4 -.. 215
0.501 " " 53.5 7.,1 " " 2 .,84 +.453 +.472 
0.75# " .. 57.6 11.2 " " 1.0J +.,013 +.0)2 
40°C;0.25i1 26.,i 57.41, 71.8 1L�.4 .875 -.058 .835 --078 -.020 
0 • .50ff " tt 74.8 17.,4 " tt 4.,50 4·.,65J +.,711 
0.75/f, " .. 8.S .. 9 28.5 .. .. 1.60 +.204 +.,262 
55°C;0.25/r 24e1i 55.2;t 68.5 13.,3 .800 -.097 .,273 -._564 -.467 
0.,50ff tt .. 73e2 18.o " It .,241 -.618 -.521 
0.751 tt " 80.4 25.2 .. " .060 -1.22 -1.,12
Spec:if1c f1nes fractionation and retention va.lues are listed i:n Appendix It 
Table II, whila the other tnbles in the appendix show exp,erit11antal and pll"opa­
gated errors in the values shown in Tablo r. Tablo III givas the sample stand­
ard deviation, the universal standard deviation, the hest estimate of the 
standard deviation of the means, and the sample 90% confidencs interval fo� 
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fines fractionation· and retention values e Tabla IV lists the sample p�opagated 
erro�s of the colloid titration ratio (CTR) and the logarithmic foy-m� Nota that 
the peYoc�ntages in the retention pr-ocadur�s are in terms of weight. Tha sur­
face charge values!, fr �• ands_ are in milliliters but yield a unitlass value 
�hen put into the proper ratio. 
Fines fr,nctio-n dacr-ea:sad with rising tem�rature in Figure 2. In Figure 3 
a.rid 5 fines retention and the logarithm of the colloid titration :ratio (log CTR) 
wer·e plotted �gttlnst cationic polymer loading. Rises in retention with loading 
except for tha O. 75 lbe loadin� at to0c \,ere seen for all four temperatures .,
while surfac0 �har�e values went down for all temperatures batw,aen 0.-59 and 
0�75 pounds/ton loadin.; but va.�ied in charge at loadings between 0.,25 and 0.50 
pounds pol}'ln�r per ton. Figures 4 and 6 show retention and log CTR plotted 
against tempex-atu.re to sae the effect of temoaratur-0 at specific loading levels. 
In ganmrnl, retention rose thon d:ropped off with rising temperature, Qnd sur­
face ch:u•ita values also rose then dropped off with the oxl'.!eption of the 0.2.5 
pound/ton loading. Temperature obviously introdu.::�.J)S complex interactions be­
tween loadin�s and values seen in retention and chnrga. Figura 7 in Appandix I 
was provided to s�e the relationship bet�aan the CTR and loading and/or tempera­
tu.ro, a�d to recognize the corresponding values measured wi.th those given in 
Figur.e 5. Figures 2,: 3. and 4 haw hom; plotted showing 90·i confidence limits 
fo� e4ch level tastad. 
EXPERIMEN'rAL AND PROPAGATED ERROR 
The var·ious polyma.r load:iMS wer,a w-all controlled by usa of a syringe; 
ho),l'19var, tempo�atu!'a varied tht-ough each detertllinat ion by roughly .! J-4°c.,
Yet having t�mperatur� intervals of 15°c gave the data validity and reliability 
through th•e teMpe�ntur(j range it r'!3presanted. The temperatult"e variation, though.,
was not the so'LU:"c;a of indui:::ing the most error, but the actual propD.galed er-r-or 
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through calculations and the relative3ly small number of trials par level tested 
prod:..iced large �ample standard de1-"iationse Unfortunately, the calculated e:rro!" 
in each surface charge determination was much too largo du� to sourc�s discuss�d 
lat()?', such a.s, th,'3 calculation itself, the omission of a dilution factor to 
the reagents, and so on. 
FINES FRACTION 
The fines fraction that was extractable through draina�e was seen to do­
crease with risin� tamp�ratu?a in Figu�a 2� The 9oi conf'idenc� boundar1e$ 
er�ss-ad over· othell" boundar1es and in most cases included average valuas at othe:r­
tempel."atures, which s1.1ggests that only moderate or little differ,:1nce existed 
batwe�n them., However f the uncertainty was cut to one-third when rc9plications 
were increased from the three trials at to0c to tha seven at 250c. If time ha.d 
permitted, the uncertainties could hava be�n cut .in half for nearly all the 
determjnations by increasing r0plications from three to nine or fro� two to 
five. This dacrease in fines fraction, though temperature induces a highel .. 
probability for particles to ba farther ap:irt, could be predicted by th,3 fact 
that potential and other elactrostatic interactions were increased with tem­
perature so that though particles were spread out, they could not be ns easily 
removed from tha system as at lower temperatures. In other words. though only 
24� fines were determined at 55°c, the total fines of the system �ere much 
greater than 24% so only 24i was removable fines that could be analyzed and 
used as a standard. 
FI.NES RETENTIO� 
Consistent with behavior of effectiwj retention aids, increased loading 
at each temparatul:"e caused more fines to be retained from larier charge den­
sities introduced in the solutions except nt 10°c. The SEPA.RAN CP-7 loading 
ranga of 0.2 to Oe75 pounds of polymer pe� ton of pape� produced showed g�eat 
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instability at 10°C (though CP-'1 has good thermal stability at higher tempera­
tures) since no effect was seen from the blank at the 0.25·1.wel, since retention 
rose very drasticnlly when npproaching the 0.50 level probably due to sudden 
flocculation held b�ck previously when loading was overshadowed by the 1�� 
temperatu!'e, and since retention dropped off at the 0.75 level where for 10°c 
the loading had past the point of diminishing returns for flocculation. There 
also was 1l. distind level difference between the two lowe!" a::-id two hi€'.her tern­
peratu�es. 1�� value� with their confidence limits aopeared to be significant; 
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FIGURE J. DEPENDENCE OF FINES RETENTION ON LOADING 
WITH 9oi CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
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therefore, Figure} indicates that somewhere between 25 and40°G there was a 
significant increase in flocculation to keep particles suspendade Howeve�, it 
also indicates that somewhere between 40 and 55°c flocculation had reached a 
limit wher.e so much like-charge had b,9en induced in the system that repulsion 
forcas were overshadowin� flocculation tendencies thus producing a retention 
decrease� Notice also that the actual amount retained per ton produced for 
4o0c over 55°c was even greater than th� graph shows since the fines fraction 
that actually passed through the apparatus was much greater for 4o0c than 55°c.
Figure 4 shows a high dependency of retention in terms of loading on tem­
perature fro.'TI the giant sweeps in retention between 40 and 90% for such a sm:ill 
temperature range. The line for the blank or zero loading again clearly illus­
trates a definite flocculation increase between 25 �nd 4o
0
c·and a curtailing 
of retention through excessive charge stimulation after 4o0c .. Also, the points 
at 10
°
c illustrate again the li�ited flocculating tendancies at high and low 
loading limits and that significant floes formed at Oe50 loading which were not 
easily added to or easily dlspersod upon slight chan!?:es in charge density 
(loading). At hi�her temperatures the initial introduction of charge induced 
a large increase in flocculation and retention unlike at lower temperatures. 
Then additional loading to moderate conditions only slightly raised retention 
relative to initial charge at high temperature ., At the upper loading limit 
with hirh tempe�atures, flocculation again was greatly ine�aased and never 
reached a point of diminishing returns for the chosen loading ranges� 
SURFACE CHARGE 
If the net surface cha!'ge of a particle suspended in wa.ter is ma.de up of 
the 5UJT1J1u1tion of the individual positiYe and negative sites on the surface, then 
each su�face would be exnected to adsorb a certain amount of both an anionic 
(negatively charged) and a cationic (pos5.tively charged) polymer·., Also, the 
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charge on that particle surface will be :reflected bv the summati.on of the amount 
of each polyme� of op?osite charge adsorbed. If the particle surface in question 
has a net neg�tive charge. then more of the positively charged polymer will 
adsorb and the colloid titration ratio (CTR) will ba less than one e On the 
other hand� if the particle surface contains more cationic sites than anionic 
sites, the net surface charga will be positive, and more of the anionic polymer 
will adso2"be Therefore, the ratio will be greater than ot1e. The logarithm 
of this ratio (log CTR) gives values less than zero for negatively charged sys­
tems and values greater than zero for positively charged systems e Systems close 
to neutral will adsorb equal a.mounts of anionic and cationic polymer, and the 
logarithm of the ratio will be closa to zero., 
Therefore, with an understanding of the meaning of the log CTR, Figures 
5 and 6 clearly illustrate some major discrepancies with retention data results. 
First, it is not conceivable to balieve that addition of cationic polymer would 
create more negative sites in the systems as the ne�ative sloping curves suggest 
in Figure 5., Also, it sug�ests that a negatively charged system as for 55
°c
would be more effective in retention (fro:n retention data) of fin.es than posi­
tive or slightly negative systems at temperature below about J0°C� In fact, 
the jump of charge sites from strongly positive at 4o0c to strongly negative 
at .55
°
c ls unlikely under cationic retention aid conditions unless ther·a was
. 
4 0 a h.rge charge inversion due to temperature increasBs fr-om jO to 55 Ce Hcr11-
ever. t.his seems unlikely and inconsistent with cited behavior- of fines, fibers, 
and polyme�s in solution by Halabisky .(1§.) as opposed tc Britt's conclusions 
(2) on the reh.tionship between retentibn nnd sui-faee charge.,
&.h.bisky ( 18) found that the paperir.a.king s,'.-l·stem had ontiMum drainage and
i-etention when this ratio (amount of anionic polymer adsorbed/a.mount of cationic 
polyme:r· adsorbed) was close to or- slightly greater thnn unity; therefore t 
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log CTR and zeta potential would be e:>..--pected to ba close to zero. Howevel1" .,
data sho.;ed highly nega.th·e 55°c systems drawing further from zero "'ith in­
cr-easing reter1tion in Figur-a 5. Convet"sely. retention incr-eases were seen 
when the log CTR approached zero from positive systems at 10, 25, and 4o0c 
(again inconsistent with the fact that cationic polymer was being added)� 
the high positive value at 10°c and 0.25 pounds/ton loading and medium nega­
tive values at 25 and 4o0c were consistent with the retention results, yet 
0 
ag3in 55 C values are highly negative though producing moderately high reten-
tion. The transition from 0.50 to 0.75 pounds/ton positive charge loading was 
highly speculative since re�istered system charge went down to more numerous 
negative sites present; nevertheless, retentions �e�e predictable acco�ding to 
Halabisky's findings of high retention at_or near �ero zeta potential except 
for the highly negativa 55oc system. Agreement with Britt's findings that zero 
zeta potential does not necessarily,·produce optimum drainage and retention exists.
In Figure 6 there were npoarent charge inversions between 25 and 55
°
c for 
a.11 loadings and at 25 a.!"!d 40
°
C (charge sites went negative, positive, then more 
negative). Unexpected char�e decreases occurred at 10 and 55°c leading to the 
conclusion that either temper-ature had a very cotn!)lex interaction with cationic 
polymer loadin.r or lar�e uncet-tainties in calculated values made it impossible 
to know if the averages wer� reliablee Since positive loading levels showed 
such d�astic changes compared to the blank, polymer-temperature interaction was 
much greate� than base stock-temperature interaction in terms of retention change 
induced by charge modification. The log CTR values again were highly specula­
tive and should be investiga.tad by additional trials on 350 CSF stock of 50:.50 
bleached Y.raft softwood and ha?-dwood� 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The· actual attraction of fines to fibers increases ovei" the 10 to 5.5°c 
range as the fines fraction removable from the base stock decreases upon tP-m­
per-ature incr10ases. In general, increased cationic polymer· loading producer,: 
increased fines retention except below room temperature and. depending on its 
interaction w1th temperature, does not necessarily create more positively charged 
systems. SEPARAN CP-7 has unstable flocculating tendencies balow room tem­
perature where load-lngs at high and low limits give very low relative retention 
and at a n1ediurn level (about 0.50 oounds polymer/ton production) give more 
optimum fines retention thirn at room temperature. For 50 :50 bleached Kraft 
softwood and hardwood stock at J.50 CSF, there is a significant increase in re­
tention and thus flocculation between 25 ;nd 4o0c for all polymer loadings, and 
the tempBrature for optimtl.Ill fines retention in the 10 to 55°c range is around 
4o0c. However, there is no po:i.nt o:f diminishing returns in the loading ra.nge e
Above �oom temper4ture the initial additions and additions close to the upper 
limit (0.75J/ton) of cationic polymer yield the most relative no..,culation for 
any loading below the upper limite 
0 
In tm--ms of surface charge, the strongly negative system at· 5.5 C induces 
greater fines retention than slightly negative-and/or strongly positive syst�ms 
below 30°c. Bacnuse of high polymer-temperature inter.!iction (as opposed to 
stock-temperatu�o inte�action), increased loading gives more negative sites 
available on pnrticlas within tha 10 to 55°c �ange at all loadings for 10 and 
55°c and at loa.dings above 0.50t/ton for 25 and 4o0c (:in�onsistent 'ldth classical 
urider:;ta.nding) ., Highly relati v-e charged positive Ol"' negative s:rstems do not 
necessarily provide poor retention while near zero zeta potential systems do 
not nacessa:ril;v give high retentlon with cationic poly-:ner additions (consistent 
with Britt (2) and inconsistent with Halabisky (18))., Charge inversions occur 
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through 40 and 55°c for all cationic polymer loadings (within each loading) and 
at 25 and 4o0c taking all loadings eollectively where charge sites movo nega­
tiva J positi�e. then more negative from blank conditions (�hose cha?ge is so 
stable through temperature changes suggesting little stock-temperature infiuence). 
Statements on these surfaca charga results are made assu.'11ing the data to be 
reliable though calculated errors are very pigh. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1� F..mploy a wide temperature range study to especially include very l�H 
(-10-0°C) and ve�y high (65-100
°
C) temperatures, being sure to use the 
dilution fact.or (5X) fo-r reagents. in the Colloid Titration Technique .,
2. Use the Britt Dynamic Drainage Jar and the Colloid Tit�ation Technique at
various tc,)mperatures to study fines retention and surface che.rge from
classical retention aids, cationic polymers. and anionic polymers of
varying molecular wai�ht.
3. Examine the influence system pH has on retention and surface charge at
e�ch temparature tested for specified loadings of specified retention
polymers.
4. Study fines and filler retention and filler influence on surface charge
for a specified retention polymer using common industrial paper fillers e
5. Find variations due to base stock softwood-ha.rdwood ratio changes on re­
tention and sw.rface eharge6
6., Research the effect agitation at various temperature levels has on re­
tention. surface charge, and ultimate two-sidedness on the pa.par machine.
Also.use var-ious rpm levels with the Britt Jar.,
?. Combine com.�on retention aids (cationic vs5 anionic� ate.) at various
relative loading levels to each other and determine their retention and
su�face charge influenca at each terep,erature to ba studied.,
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APPENDIX I 
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TABLE II 
FINES FRACTIONATION AND RETENTION DATA 
Tempe & 
w�diYJg Roanlica.tions (�) Aver-aq;es 
FRACTIONATION 
10°c 29.,46 26.62 26e5.5 27�5 
25°c 26.42 28 .,68 29.18 27.08 26.82 27.,01 26.11 27.,3 
4o0c 2.5.57 28e4J 2.5/37 26.5 
55°c 2.5. 9 5 22.54 23.,70 24.1 
RETENTION 
10°C;fil.ank 46.,84 42.,43 44.,6 
0.251 47.3 40.) 46.J 44.6 
0.501 59. l.- 66.8 .58.2 61 • .5 
0.,75ff 48.7 51.3 45.4 48.,5 
2.5°C;Bla.nk 52.,68 40.10:t 46 .,4 
0.251 47.87 50.02 .49.0 
0.501 . 50.98 .51.33 58., 10 53.,5 
0.751 52.28 5a.i1 62.46 57.,6 
40°C;Blank 58 .. JJ 56.51 57.4 
0.251 70.51 74.)4 70.53 71.,8 
0.50H 72.56 78.22 73.,46 71� •. 8 
0.?5# 86.,73 85.50 85.,36 85.9 
55°C;Bla.nk .55g22 55. tH3 55.2 
0,.25# 6?.59 68.9J 68.98 68.5 
0 .. 50 fr 73.07 74.26 72.22 7J.2 
0.75.ffe 80.43 76.33 84.J? 80.4 
,. Spread and few number of trig.ls contribut,e to large arrors.,. 
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TABLE III 
CALCULATED ERROR IN FINES ?RACTIONATION AND RETENTION DATA 
Temp. & Sample Universal Best Estimate Sample 90% 
Loading Standard Standard of Deviation Confidence 
Deviation Deviation of the Means Limits 
FRACTIONATION 
to0c 1.42 1.74 1.00 :!· 2�94 
25°c 1.0J 1.11 o.421 ,!.0.818 
4o0c 1.33 1.63 0.94) ±.- 2. 75 
55
°c 1.47 1.80 1.04 ;:t. J.04 
RETENTION 
0 
10 C�filunk 2.82 4,.oo 2.82 ! 17.8
0.251 J.54 4.)4 2.50 ± 7.31 
0.501 J.22 J.94 2.28 ± 6.65 
0.75-N- 1.61 1.97 1.14 ±. J.33
25°C;Ble.nk 2.76 J.90 2.76 .:!: 17.4
0.25# 0.816 1.15 C.,816 .:!: 5.15 
0.50/f J.28 4.01 2.32 .:!: 6.,77 
0.75fr 4.17 5.11 2.95 .:!: 8.62 
40°C;Blank 1.77 2.50 1.77 ± 11.2 
0.,251 1.,93 2.36 1.J6 ± J.98 
o.so!f 2.38 2.92 1.68 !: 4.92 
0.75# 0.97.5 1.19 0.,690 ! 2.01
0 
55 C;Blnnk 0.020 0.0283 0.020 ! 0.126
0.251 o.644 0.788 o.455 ! 1.JJ
0.,50# 1.09 1.,33 0.771 .! 2.25 
0.?51 J.20 J.92 2.26 ± 6.61 
Temperatur-e 
:ind Loading: 
10°C;Blank 
o.,25!f 
o.501r
0.75# 
25
°C� Blank 
0.251 
0.50·1 
0.?511= 
40°C,.Blank 
0.251 
0.50-Nr 
0.75# 
55°C;Blank 
0.,251 
0.50# 
0.?5ff 
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TABLE IV 
CALCULATED ER.�OR IN SURFACE CHARGE DATA 
Sample Standard Ceviation Sa.l!lple Standard Deviation for-
for Colloid Ti�ration Ratio Log Colloid Titr�tion Ratio 
0.093 ±. 0.051 
7.14 .± 0.74 
0.?7J .± O.JO
o.418 ± o.4o
0.?13 .:!: 0.32 
0.,24) . .± 0.18 
8.10 ± 1.24 
J .,86 ± 1 .. 62 
L02 .:t 0.51 
1.23 � o.64 
99.1 ± 9 • .56 
6�49 ± 1.76 
4.40 ± 2.J9
2.70 ± 4.JO 
L06 :!:, 1.92 
0.578 ± 4.16
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FIGURE 7. DEPENDENCE OF ANTILOO OF SURFACE CHARGE ON LOADIN'.} 
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